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SUMMARY 
Automatic Malfunction Analysis data has been generated using Discrete Network 
Simulation for  selected networks of the Saturn 1C Stage, Discrete Network 
Simulation (DNS) uses a family of computer programs developed by General 
Dynamics Convair to simulate the real t ime operation of a discrete system. 
techniques and their  application are described in the Phase I Final Report of this 
contract. (Reference 1-3). 
DNS 
A brief description of the three (3) original DNS programs is included in 
this report ,  since the information they generate provides the data for the 
Automatic Malfunction Analysis (AMA). The instructions for building a DNS 
model are included in this volume as Appendix A. 
Automatic Malfunction Analysis is an  analytical technique and a computer 
program that determines the cause of an indicated "No-Gott on any discrete signal 
being monitored. The AMA Editor Program condenses and formats  the AMA data 
so it may be stored on tape and retrieved by the checkout computer, 
A logic model, system simulation, and AMA data w e r e  created fo r  both the 
Engine Cutoff Networks and the Power and Control System of the Saturn lc, 
Specific examples of AMA data for  the Engine Cutoff Networks as they were 
retrieved by the checkout computer have been documented. 
the two tapes generated by the AMA Editor indicates the checkout computer's use 
of the data. 
The data format for  
The Programmers Reference Manuals are included as Appendixes. 
1. Discrete Network Simulation Programs,  Appendix B. 
2. Automatic Malufnction Analysis Programs,  Appendix C. 
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1 /DISCRETE NETWORK SIMULATION 
The prime purpose of Discrete Network Simulation methodology is to provide a set 
of analytical tools capable of conducting thorough, accurate and rapid analysis of 
complex systems.  The methodology consists basically of: 
A System network model. 
A set of three computer programs which operate and activate the model. 
These programs provide a realist ic analysis and prediction of system performance 
hefore or  after the hardware system is constructed. It is another form of testing; 
the resul ts  are as valid as those obtained by the more common hardware tes t  
procedures. 
The model, Boolean equations, is the input to the Down Translation and Culling 
Program which condenses and formats the engineering data for processing in the 
computer. 
interrelationships of the model used in both the Simulation and AMA programs. 
The Preprocessor  Editor Program analyzes the equations to establish the 
The Discrete Network Simulator (DNS) chronologically simulates events occurring 
due to the interactions among elements in a system network. Each "event, I '  a 
Boolean change of s ta te ,  is the resul t  of a logical cause and effect relationship 
among elements in the system. The system modeled for the simulation may be a 
switching circuit ,  madmachine  interaction, o r  any network where the component 
or  subcomponent interrelations may be defined logically. 
1.1 DOWN TRANSLATION AND CULLING PROGRAM 
The amount of memory in a computer places a s ize  limitation on the amount of 
data that can be processed at one time. A detailed simulation of a complex system 
at component level utilizes a relatively large percentage oi th i s  "memory" to s tore  
the model. The Down Translating and Culling Program (DT&C) was developed to 
augment the DNS programs and provide a more  efficient utilization of computer 
"memory. 
In the first DNS computer programs each variable or  component in the equation 
had to be described with a coded symbol made up of less than six characters .  This  
required a secondary coding of each component in  a more condensed form than 
1 
would normally appear on a schematic diagram, making the verification and check- 
out of the simulation difficult. The DT&C Program permits the use of descriptive 
variable names of up to twenty-four characters.  Variable names are constructed 
from the actual name and location of a component within a system. Therefore,  the 
logic equations are written in descriptive engineering t e r m s  that are readily 
identifiable, even to those unfamiliar with the program. 
Application of this program to the simulation of the S-1C Engine Cutoff System 
permits the variables to be described as they appear on the Schematic Drawings. 
The logic equations a r e  written identifying every variable in each system. Each 
serial path is a detailed description of the circuitry including cable pins and plugs, 
diodes, fuses and power distribution buses. When the Down Translation Program 
processes  the system model, it assigns to each variable an arbi t rary three-letter 
code. This  three-letter symbol is subsequently used in the remaining DNS programs. 
When a printout of the processed data is obtained the three-letter code is replaced 
by the original engineering t e rm o r  descriptive word simplifying the analysis of the 
processed data. 
The following outputs are generated by the DT&C Program: 
1. A tape containing the coded equations and the time parameter 
data. This tape is an input to the subsequent Preprocessor  Editor. 
Information on this tape is in Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) format. 
2. A binary tape that includes a table of the complete variable names 
in their original format. This  tape is required as an input to the 
AMA Program. 
3 .  A print out of the t ime parameters and equations, exactly a s  they 
appear on the input card deck. 
Figure 1 shows a page from the DT&C printout of the logic model for the Engine 
Cutoff System. This  portion of the printout shows the variables and their  time 
parameters  exactaly as key punched during the model preparation phase. The only 
additional information on the printout is the three-letter variable code names 
a rb i t ra r i ly  assigned to each of the engineering designations for the variables. 
All components on the drawing are written in the equations for the sake of 
completeness and to include the ability to investigate the effect of their failure 
during subsequent analysis. To cut down the size of the "model" for the actual 
simulation only those variables that a re  active (change state as a result of normal 
sys t em actions) are retained for the actual simulation. Variables such as pins, 
fu ses ,  diodes, e t c . ,  do not change state as a resul t  of "system reactions", but 
do change state if they fail. These variables are classified as "Inactive1' and are 
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culled from the logic equations by the DT&C Program. Eliminating these variables 
reduces the computer running time for  the simulation program. 
Figure 2 shows a portion of the DT&C printout that i l lustrates the culling 
sequence. One asterisk indicates the original equation as it was punched on the 
card.  Two asterisks denote thc culled equation; all variables that were  classified 
as Inactive on the time-card a r e  removed f rom the equation. Three aster isks  
designate the translated equation (the culled equation with the engineering designation 
replaced by the thrce-letter code). 
Even though the inactive variables are  not used for  a l lnormall '  simulation run, 
they cannot be overlooked as failure possibilities. The DT&C Program was 
modified to assign a three-letter code to the inactive variables. This information 
is included on the binary output tape but is not on the printed output. 
A second modification w a s  made to permit a choice of specific types of variables 
to be considered as failure candidates by the AMA Program by inserting two cards  
in the DTRrC data deck. 
for  failure analysis. 
coding" in column 79 of each t ime parameter card. 
These provide a listing of the type variables to be processed 
The variable identification is taken from the "variable type 
The following additional refinements were incorporated in the program to 
facilitate verification of the logic equations: 
1. Each equation is arbitrari ly assigned a reference index number that appears 
on the extreme right side of the equation format printout as shown in 
F i g r e  2 .  
2 .  All the variables that are classified as 
cation in columns 73 to 80 of the t ime parameter card a r e  l isted.  Figure 3 
shows a portion of the S-1C Cutoff System printout that i l lustrates the format. 
with the variable classifi- 
3 .  Variables that do not contain a time parameter card  are classified as 
Unspecified as shown in Figure 4. This is an example of a DT&C printout 
generated for model validation only. The number on the left is the equation 
number in which the variable is located. The variable will be listed each 
time it appears in an equation. As previously stated, the DT&C Program 
culls out Inactive Variables; it also culls out variables that do not contain 
a t ime parameter card.  If the llculledll equation does not have an Active 
variable on the left of the equal sign, the entire equation is deleted. It is 
also deleted i f  the variable on the left is active, but there  are no active 
variables to the right of the equal sign. In either case,  the message I'this 
equation has been deleted" is printed as illustrated in Figure 4. 
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1 . 2  THE DNS PREPROCESSOR EDITOR PROGRAM 
The DNS Preprocessor  Editor Program (PREP-ED) is a combined form of ear l ier  
Coiivair DNS Preprocessor  & DNS Editor Programs.  This  program utilizes the culled 
and coded output of the DT&C Program and is required to "order" o r  "process" the 
data for the DNS simulation and AMA programs. The program provides a ser ies  of 
tables that define the interdependancy relationship of each active variable within a 
model. Self-checking diagnostic features are built into the program to insure that 
every variable on the left hand side of any equation also appears on the right hand 
side of an equation unless it is identified as a terminal. It checks that activation 
t imes  have been supplied for each variable and produces a listing of the logic 
equations and timing information for reference. 
Figure 5 is a composite sample of the three types of printout produced by the 
Preprocessor  portion of the program. These printouts are mainly for reference use 
during the model building process and have no direct analytical value. 
Several additional program options are available that enhance the versatility 
of the overall AMA Program and provide different print formats.  These options are 
selected by using specified control cards  in the data section of the program binary 
deck. 
The llIndexlt control card produces an alphabetical list of all coded variables, 
the corresponding internal code numbers, and a classification of the variables. 
Initiator - used only in the right hand side of an equation. 
Transactor - used on left and right hand s ides  of different equations 
Terminal - used only on the le€t hand side of an equation. 
This  l is t  is followed by a llVariable Reference" Table in which each variable 
name is printed out followed by a list of functions (Equations) in which it occurs .  
Figure 6 is a composite sample of the printout. 
T h e  "Index Full" Control Card creates  two additional tables which printout 
following the two above. They are the llTerminal-Variablel' table and the "Variable- 
Terminal"  table. The Terminal-Variable table lists the terminals on the lef t  hand 
s ide of the page and follows each terminal with a list of variables that a r e  directly o r  
icdirezt!y zffected by iht: subject terminal. 'The Variable-Terminal l i s t  prints the 
variable on the left hand side of the page followed by a listing of the Terminals  on 
which that variable will have an affect. These tables are illustrated in Figure 7. 
T h e  'Index Logic' Control Card prints only the Variable-Terminal and Terminal- 
Variable tables. 
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Discrete Inputs to the RCAllO Computer as well  as lights, analogue discretes ,  
and digital event evaluator (DEE) signals, were among the variables that the program 
could classify as terminals. For this application only, Discrete Inputs are classified 
as terminals,  as the DI's are the only reference points for malfunction analysis 
available to the checkout computers. To accomplish this,  a "Terminal" control 
card  w a s  added, which instructs the Preprocessor  Editor Program to recognize 
as terminals only those variables whose t ime parameter cards  contained an  ''I1' in  
Column 79. 
The variable terminal and terminal variable tables will reflect those variables 
so  designated. 
The combined program produces a second binary tape that contains all the 
necessary variable dependance information for the AMA Program, including a 
table with each designated "Terminal" and the variables that can affect it in anj7 way. 
1 . 3  DISCRETE NETWORK SIMULATION PROGRAM 
After. the system model has been processed through the DT&C and PREP-ED Programs, 
system operation can be s imdated  using the DNS Progi-am. 
represents  the system in a static condition. A set of drive functions (Input Deck), 
is then required to establish the model in the initial condition for  the simulation and to 
represent  the activities to  be simulated. The Input Deck contains the state of each 
Input required to "drive" the model and the time that the Input will be processed. 
The  results of the simulation are recorded on the output tape. The printout includes: 
The i i idel ,  as \ \ r i i i e n ,  
a) The order  of events occurring 
b) The time of each occurrence 
c) A l i s t  showing the state of all variables at any selected time. 
The  program first establishes an initial condition for the state of the variables 
in the model. On the basis of this state, it examines all equations in the model and 
the logic predicts what variables will change state. The simulation represents  real  
t ime: therefore,  after the prediction has been made, the program looks up the 
activation t imes for the variables changing s ta te ,  and imposes that time delay on the 
program before allowing the predicted changes to  occur. This  process is indicated 
on the printout, Figure 8 .  "Input" is the code word indicating thRt the state nf this 
variable is being se t  by an  external command in the input deck. The code word, 
"Enter' ' on Figure 8. indicates that this variable is changing state due to the logic 
of the equations combined with the computer program. On this figure there are several  
var iables  l isted on the left side which have no code word. The absence of the code 
word indicates that these are predicted activities that may occur as a result of activity 
descr ibed immediately above. 
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This simulation represents rea l  time. The time of the simulation is printed 
in the columns on the right hand side of the sheet,  and as indicated by the headings, 
can be described in days, hours, minutes, o r  seconds, The seconds are resolved 
down to the nearest  millisecond. The time printed for each activity line represents  
t h t  actual t ime €or the activity to occur.  The time listed for the predicted event 
is the time that the event should occur based upon the t ime required for that 
component to activate. 
In the center of the page there is a column headed "Number of Events. IT This 
is a bookkeeping function for the Simulator Program which lists the number of 
predicted events that have to be satisfied on the basis  of either the imputs o r  actions 
that have already taken place. At the end of a simulation activity, this column will 
be reducedto zero.  
The final printout from the Simulation is a representative state l i s t .  If a "List'' 
control card  is included as the last card in the Input Deck, the program will summarize 
thc resul ts  of the simulation by printing a list giving the state (0 o r  I) of all the 
variables in the model. If a second control card,  "List 1" is included, only those 
variables that have a rrlT1 state are listed as shown in Figure 9. 
For the SIC Checkout, state lists a re  created during the simulation process 
by the insertion of a "List" control card  for each flScanlT in the test procedure. The 
control cards  will cause a state list to be printed at the completion of each scan. 
Time and event relationships between the simulation run and the actual test  
being conducted on the Saturn 1C were accomplished by modifying the program to 
add the tes t  block, step and sub-step identification to  the Simulation "List" Control 
Cards.  
indexed to a particular time and scan. 
Lis ts  of variable states generated by the Simulation Program are thereby 
See Appendix B Users Reference Manual for  a n  explanation and proper use of the 
control cards  for the Simulation Program. 
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2/  AUTOMATIC MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS 
2 . 1  PRINCIPLE OF AUTOMATIC MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS 
Automatic Malfunction Analysis is an analytical technique that determines,  independ- 
ently of the actual hardware, the cause of an  indicated 'No-Go' on any of the discrete 
signals being monitored. Fo r  each available discrete indicator, AMA has determined 
be'f'ore the test the possible single failures that could cause the 'No-@'. The DNS 
Program defines the normal status of all components in a complex discrete network 
at any instant in time. The status of the system, or the state of the variables,  is 
the input to a variation of the DNS Program. One variable can be analyzed to 
determine what changes in  the systemls state would cause that variable to be in the 
opposite state. The resu l t  is a list of variables whose failure (opposite f rom normal) 
would cmse the variable being investigated to be in the wrong condition. 
Specifically, the model represents the electrical  networks that make-up the 
Engine Cutoff System for the S-1C. The normal condition represents the model 
reacting to the stimulus provided by the checkout procedure for the Engine Cutoff 
System. The resul ts  of the analysis are l is ts  of components that could cause one of 
the indicators to indicate a 'No-Go' condition. 
Figure 1 0  shows the methodology of Automatic Malfunction Analysis. Given 
the equation and the values for the elements of the equation, it can be seen that 
e i ther  'A' or IBr being '0' would cause the 'DI' to be '0' o r  off. Thus ,  'A' and 'B' 
are both possible failure candidates, In the equation for element 'A', the te rm 
(E*F) already has  a value of '0'; s o  that the failure of element 'E' would not cause 
a change of state in 'A'. Thus, both 'C' and 'D' are possible causes of failure for  
the 'DI' being investigated, Since 'C' is a n  initiator, (is not further defined) it is 
a fai lure  candidate affecting the 'DP, However, 'Dl is defined by the equation 
(D=R+S). Since both 'R' and 'Sf have a value of '1' , a single failure of either would 
not cause 'D' to  become '0'. Therefore, neither elements ID', 'R' nor 'S' are failure 
candidates. 
the element 'X' makes 'B' equal to '1'- In the absence of additional t e rms  defining 
'XI, it becomes a failure candidate for  the ' DI'. 
'B' is defined by the equation, (B=X+Y+Z). Both 'Yf and ' Z '  are ' O f ,  
15 
GIVEN 
DI = A * B. 
1 1 1 
WHAT SINGLE CHANGE (FAILURE) 
WILL CAUSE DI m BECOME ZERO. 
A = (C*D) + (E*F). 
1 1 1  1 0  
B = X+Y+Z 
1 1 0 0  
POSSIBLE FAILURE 
CAUSE CAN DIDAT E 
X 
C 
X 
D = R + S  
1 1 1  
* = AND 
+ = OR 
Figure 10. Methodology of Automatic Malfunction Analysis 
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2 . 2  AUTOMATIC MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
The complete analytical process described above is accomplished by the Automatic 
Malfunction Analysis Program. The inputs to this system f rom the Down Translation 
and Culling Program are the 'type' and 'classification' of the variables in the model, 
including whichvariables are DI's to be used as the basis for the analysis. The tables 
which define the inter-dependencies of the variables in the model are provided by the 
Preprocessor  Editor Program. The state lists which define the status of the variables 
are generated by the simulation program. Each state list is the basis for an independent 
analysis at the point where there  is a scan operator in the system's  test procedure and 
is identified by block, step and sub-step. The output of the AMA Program,  recorded 
on tape for additional processing, lists for each indicator (DI) the variables that 
could cause the DI to be in e r r o r  at a particular block, step and sub-step. 
2 . 2 . 1  AMA PROCESSES - T o  accomplish AMA there  are three types of analysis 
required.  
2 . 2 . 1 . 1  Zeros Analysis - This determines what circuit components can fail causing 
a terminal (DI) that is normally de-energized to be energized. For  this type of 
aiiizlysis there are three cr i te r ia  w!-ich mgst be satisfied; a path of cnnnectt.ivity 
exists f rom the component to the terminal, there  is power to energize the path and 
it is possible for the component to fail. 
2 . 2 . 1 . 2  Ones Analysis - This  determines what circiut components can fail causing 
a DI that  is normally energized to be de-energized. 
2 . 2 . 1 . 3  Conditional Analysis - This  is a special case of zeros  and ones analysis 
required by the inter-dependency of the variables. Kirchoff's Leg Node technique is 
used for circuit  modeling resulting in  Leg Equations and Node Equations. Leg 
Equations are serial paths. If Zeros analysis is conducted for  a Leg, and more than 
one component must fail to erroneously energize the Leg, the analysis is normally 
terminated. However, if the components are dependent upon one another or other 
var iables  not in the Leg, conditional analysis ie  required. In Figure 10 the equation 
D=R+S would require  conditional analysis , as there  is an inter-dependency between 
R & S .  The analysis is performed inter-dependently for  both R and S and the 
resu l t s  of the two are compared. Only those candidates which are common to  both 
the E and S ana lys i s  would be considered valid failure candidates. 
2 . 2 . 2  FAILURE CANDIDATES - The type of failure candidates for each class of 
variable in the model must be specified for the AMA Program. Components can be 
failure candidates for 'ones', 'zeros '  or both types of analysis. Components such 
as fuses are failure candidates for  only 'ones' analysis, because their  failure in the 
unenergized state cannot affect the indication of a zero value DI. The same is true 
for Legs  connecting nodes in Ones analysis. Diodes, coils and contacts a r e  failure 
candidates for both ones and zeros  analysis .  Each type of component variable must 
17 
be analyzed to determine if it is a failure candidate and in which category it belongs. 
2 . 2 . 3  COMMON POINTS - To maintain the efficiency of the AMA analysis it is 
essential to avoid redundant work. The detection and ranking of common points 
achieves th i s  efficiency. Common points are model variables representing circuit 
components that are common to DI's (terminals being analyzed). The magnitude of 
the maximum number of DI's that can be affected by a component failure is called 
the common point level. Another important classification is that of common branch 
points. Common branch points are variables representing components which fan- 
out or upon which other portions of the discrete circuit depend. Examples of 
common branch points are: 
1. Buses and grounds that affect different Legs 
2 .  Nodes and terminals that affect different Legs 
3 .  Coils that effect Legs in different circuits.  
Common Branch Points coupled with their level o r  magnitude of possible terminal 
connectivity establish the mechanism for controlling the systematic methodical 
analysis of AMA. The general rule is to start with a defined DI and conduct 
analysis on all encountered circuit components a t  the same common point level. 
Components encountered at higher common point levels are noted as encountered 
and are to be processed later. These encountered components of higher common 
point levels are Common Branch Points that can effect DI's in addition to those at 
the present common point level. It is necessary to process encountered to-be- 
processed variables in ascending order ;  that is, finish common point level one, for 
Zeros and Ones, then analyze level two, e tc . ,  leaving conditional analysis 
equations to be processed last. 
The DNS-Preprocessor produces a reference output showing for each model 
variable the corresponding defined terminals this component variable can possibly 
affect. From the previous discussion it is evident that the number of terminals 
indicated represents the Common Point Level. 
2 . 3  THE AMA EDITOR PROGRAM 
The AMA data generated must be immediately available during test operations. 
'No-Go' occurs on a discrete input the checkout computer stops. 
can request Automatic Malfunction Analysis  data for  the DI indicating 'No-Go'. 
checkout computer wil l  search the AMA data which has been recorded on tape and 
display to the tes t  conductor those components that could cause that DI to be in e r r o r  
at that block, step and sub-step of the procedure. The AMA Editor Program puts 
the data in the proper format to be retrieved f rom tape on the checkout computer. 
The inputs to the AMA Editor Program are the AMA data and the dictionary of coded 
variables verses  the engineering names f rom the Down Translation and Culling 
Program.  There are two tapes produced by the Editor Program. 
contains the search keys for finding the desired information based on the step 
number and the DI in the  failure, The malfunction set tape contains lists of 
If a 
The test  conductor 
The 
The AMA tape 
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components that could cause the specified DI to be 'No-GO'. The malfunction se t  tape 
eliminates many redundant sets of component variables generated by the duplicate 
analysis of the same DI's for different steps and sub-steps in  the procedure. 
Figure 11 shows the format of the AMA tape produced by the AMA Editor 
Program. The first record contains 16 words of identification to be supplied by the 
using group. The second record contains 130 words and is used for tape identification. 
Words 1 through 4 show the test procedure and block number. The 63 words occupying 
position 5 through 67 of this record contain a DI profile s imilar  to the profile in the 
RCA 1lOA computer memory. In this profile each bit of each word represents  one 
DI-in all 1512 DI's can be represented. The profile identifies the DI's active in the 
specified test procedure for which AMA data is available. The second group of 
sixty-three words , 68-130 contains antoher DI profile identifying all other DI's for 
which AMA data is available on the malfunction set tape. 
There  a r e  many systems which are  activated for a particular tes t  procedure, 
but the systems themselves remain essentially static during the procedure. An 
example would be the power and control system for  the stage and GSE. The DI's 
associated with these systems maintain a .fixed or static profile during thc entire 
test run. In these cases  a single AMA analysis for these DI's would be valid for the 
complete procedure. The second PI profile indicates which DI's have static 
malfunction information incorporated inthe malfunction set tape. 
The  third record starts the AMA data. Words 1 through 4 contain block, step 
and sub-step numbers. Words 5 through 67 consist of a DI profile showing the normal 
'on' or 'off' state of the DI's at this sub-step of the procedure. 
the number of DI's for which there  is malfunction information in this sub-step. The 
remaining words from 69 up to the maximum of 255 consist of 2 word sets. The 
number of the DI and a malfunction se t  number for that DI f o r  this sub-step of the 
procedure. (There is a maximum limit  of 255 words in  each record on this tape to  
maintain compatibility with the RCA llOA computer. ) 
Word 68 indicates 
The fourth record is either a continuation of the above information or  it begins 
the AMA data f o r  multiple independent single level malfunction profiles. Where a 
single malfunction would cause more than one DI to be 'No-Go' the AMA data must be 
keyed to a profile instead of a specific DI number. This is the function of this 
record ,  The second word of this record indicates the number of single level 
malfunction profiles contained in the record. Words 3 through 65 contain the profile 
with the individual bits  set to '1' for those DI's in the 'No-Go' condition. Immediately 
following the profile is the malfunction set number for that set of DI's. Instead of 
recording a complete new 63 word profile, the original profile is u p g r a d e d  to a new 
profile with a new malfucntion set .  This new profile is then compared again with the 
actual profile in  the RCA llOA computer. Word 67 of this record indicates the number 
of computer words to be changed to create a new profile. Word 68 is the number of the 
word to be changed and 69 is the replacement word itself. This  2 word pattern 
continues according to the number of groups indicated in word 67. When the new 
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AMA EDITOR PltOGEAM 
AMA Tape Format 
FIRST RECORD: 
RCA 110 Identification, 16 Words 
SECOND RECORD: 
(AMA Tape Identification, 130 Words) 
Word 1: 
Word 2:  
Word 3: 
Word 4:  
Words 5-67: 
Words 68-130 : 
THIRD RECORD: 
Word 1: 
Word 2:  
Word 3: 
Word 4: 
Word 5-67: 
Word 68: 
Word 69: 
Word 70: 
word  7 1  & on: 
TEST (BCD Code) 
Test Procedure Number (BCD Code) 
BLQIC (BCD Code) 
Block Number (BCD Code) 
63 word identifying the DI's for which AMA 
data is available on this tape. 
63 word DI profile identifying all other DI's 
for  which AMA data is available on the 
Malfunction Set Tape. 
B L ~ C  (BCD Code) 
Block Number (BCD Code) 
Step Number (BCD Code) 
Sub-Step Number (BCD Code) 
DI Profile showing normal on/off state of 
DI at this  sub-step. 
Number of DI's fo r  which there is malfunction 
information i n  this sub-step. 
DI Number 
Malfunction Set Number 
Repeat of two word groups (DI and Set Number) 
Maximum Record: 255 Words 
FOURTH RECORD: 
Either.. , 
Word 1 CONT 
Word 2 
Word 3 
Continuation of 2 word set 
Figure 11. AMA Tape Format 
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Or . .  . 
Word 1: 
Word 2: 
Word 3-65:  
Word 6 6 :  
Word 6 7 :  
Word 6 8 :  
Word 69: 
MULT 
Number of multiple independent single level 
malfunction profiles . 
DI Profile with bits set to one for  those DI ' s  
in 'no go' condition 
Malfunction set number for  the above profile 
Number of words to be changed to create  new 
profile 
Number of Word to be changed 
Replacement Word 
Continuation of two word groups equal to 
value of word 67 
Next Word: Malfunction se t  number fo r  new profile 
Next Word: Repeat of above starting at Word 67 for  as many 
profiles as indicated in word 2 of this record,  
NEXT RECORD: 
Either.. . 
Word 1 
Word 2 
CONT 
Continuation of previous record 
Or . .  . 
Repeat of information starting a t  Third Record 
for  new sub-step. 
The tape is terminated with a termination-record followed by a double 
end-of -file. 
Word 1: ENDB (BCD Code) 
Word 2: Block Number (BCD Code) 
Word 3 :  TEST (BCD Code) 
Word 4: Test Number (BC D Code) 
Figure 11, AMA Tape Format (Continued) 
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profile has been created the next word contains the malfunction se t  number for the 
new profile and the following word repeats the process  start ing a t  word 67. 
information may require more than one physical record. After the multiple malfunction 
information has been completed the complete AMA information is repeated for a new 
step o r  sub-step of the test procedure, 
This 
The tape format for the malfunction se t  tape is shown in  Figure 12, The first 
record is for  u se r s  identification. The second record is the tes t  procedure number 
for  the malfunction information. The third record is either the AMA data for the 
static DI's in this procedure, in which case the format is identical to that of the data 
on the AMA tape, o r  the word "malfunctions". The next record and each succeeding 
record starts with a malfunction set number, and lists the number of components in  
the set and the names of the components. There are six RCAllO computer words 
reserved for each component name. 
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AMA EDITOR PROGRAM 
Malfunction Set Tape Format 
FIRST RECORD: 
RCA llOA 16 Word identification Record 
SECOND RECORD: 
Word 1: TEST 
Word 2: Test  Number 
Words 3-6: Fill-in 
(BCD Code) 
(BCD Code) 
THIRD RECORD: 
E i t h e r ,  . . 
Information on DI’s referenced in words 68-130 of the tape 
identification record on the AMA tape. This has the same 
format as the AMA data in record three starting with the 
DI profile 
Or . .  . 
Malfunction set data 
Words 1-3: 
Words 4-6: Fill -in 
MAL F UNC TI0  NS 
Next Record: Malfunction Set 
Each malfunction set will  begin a new physical record,  each 
of which has  the following format: 
Word 1: Failure Set Number 
Word 2:  
Word 3: Component Name 
Word 9: Component Name 
Word 15: Component Name 
Number of Components in  Set 
Figure 12, Malfunction Set Tape Format 
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3/DISCRETE NETWORK SIMULATION MODEL 
3 .1  ENGINE CUTOFF SYSTEM 
c 
To demonstrate the capabilities of Discrete Network Simulation, a model of the S-1C 
Egnine Cutoff System (ECO) and the associated GSE w a s  prepared. 
represents the equipment documented on 55 sheets of the advance electrical  schematics, 
Table I lists the sheets used, The model includes 3043 variables as listed in Table II. 
This model 
All variables in the model that do not change state during normal operation a r e  
made incative by placing an I in Column 73 of the variable Time Card. Such variables 
include diodes, fuses, res i s tors  and closed switches. These variables remain as 
failure candidates for the Automatic Malfunction Analysis. The s ize  of the operating 
model is further reduced by removing the t ime cards  for  most pins, reverse  legs m d  
some other variables which are not necessary for this models use with AMA. This  
leaves these variables in the original listing for documentation but effectively removes 
them from any additional processing. The variables used in equations but without 
their  time cards  removed are classified as  unspecified in the DT&C Program. 
After all these operations were completed, the model was simulated with 2425 
active variables, 618 inactive variables and approximately 3 000 unspecified variables. 
3 . 2  GSE POWER DISTRIBUTION 
The Electrical  Power System Model was written to include power supply No.  1 and 
No.  2 ,  the main GSE power supply, main Bus Distribution and all circuitry involved 
in power Bus generation. All of the system Bus Distribution was  simulated, but 
certain busses  were not applicable to TP60, TPOl o r  TP10. Consequently, these 
Busses  were classified as "Inactive" for AMA but remain a portion of the model. 
Reverse  legs and variables that do not change state during normal operation were 
classified ingct . ivej  the same as similar variables in the ECO Model. The model 
includes the electrical  circuitry documentedon the 90 sheets listed in Table III. 
Portions of the circuitry on Drawing 60B55701 (S-1C Stage Electrical Schematics) 
sheets  15, 16, 18 and 28 were included i n  the model to provide continuity of the GSE 
Power Distribution. 
The  model s ize  is comparable to the ECO Model with a total of 3,240 variables. 
As  shown in Table IV time cards  were not included for connector pins and therefore 
they were  classified as unspecified by the DT&C Program. 
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TABLE I-A 
Sheet 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
S1C NETWORKS IN DNS M O D E L  
DRAWING 60B55701 
S1C STAGE ELECTRICAL SCHEMATICS 
ENGINE CUTOFF NETWORKS 
Inboard Engine Cutoff System 
Outboard Engine Cutoff System 
Outboard Engine Cutoff System 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No, 1 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 1 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 2 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 2 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 3 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 3 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No, 4 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 4 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 5 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 5 
LOX Prevalves 
Fuel Prevalves 
Fuel Prevalve Position Indication 
LOX Prevalve Position Indication 
Stage Sequencing Switch Selector 
Stage Sequencing Switch Selector 
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TABLE 1-B 
DRAWING SK65 B7 400 0 
ADVANCED E LEC TRICAL/MEC HANICAL SCHEMATICS 
Sheet 
399B 
445 
449B 
555 
555A 
557A 
558 
558C 
568 
569 
569A 
57 0 
61 5 
61 5A 
61 5B 
61 5C 
615D 
61 6 
617 
61 8 
61 8A 
61 9 
619B 
619C 
620 
620B 
620C 
621C 
621 D 
621E 
621 F 
622 
624 
643 F 
Pneumatic Supply Uni t  401 
Upper Stage Substitute Electrical Networks 
Switch Selector Control 
G N ~  Pressurization 
GN2 Pressurization 
GN2 Pressurization 
GNz Pressurization 
GN2 Pressurization 
Prevalves Control & Monitor, All 
Prevalves Control & Monitor, All 
Prevalves Control & _Monitor, All 
Prevalves Control & Monitor, All 
Rough Combustion/E.DS 
Rough Combustion/EDS 
Rough Combustion/EDS 
Rough Combustion/EDS 
Rough Combustion/EDS 
Engine Malfunction 
Engine Malfunction 
Engine Malfunction 
Thrust OK 
Thrust OK 
Thrust OK 
Thrust OK 
Thrust O K  
Thrust Not OK 
Thrust Not OK 
EDS Fuel & LOX Level & Pressure Cutoff 
EDS Fuel & LOX Level & Pressure Cutoff 
EDS Fuel & LOX Level & Pressu re  Cutoff 
LOX Level Cutoff Sensor Reset 
Engine Cutoff Circui ts  
Engine Cutoff Circui ts  
Engine Cutoff Circuits, Simulated Flight 
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TABLE I1 
DISTRIBUTION O F  VARIABLES IN DNS MODEL O F  
S1C ENGINE CUTOFF SYSTEM 
VARIABLES 
DI (Discrete Inputs) 
Nodes 
coils 
Busses 
Pins 
Switches 
Sensors 
Channels 
Timers  
Inputs 
& (Discrete Outputs) 
Flight Comb. Monitor 
Solenoids 
Valves 
Regulators 
Contacts 
Legs 
Diodes 
Fuses 
Resistors 
Misc. 
ACTIVE 
130 
49 5 
160 
64 
245 
53 
38 
16 
11 
19 
59 
1 5  
14  
30 
2 
296 
7 57 
2 1  
INACTIVE 
19 
9 
16 
55 
9 
8 
1 
2 
2 
2 
12 
128 
185 
149 
20 
7 
TOTAL 2425 624 
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TABLE 111 
DRAWING SK65B74000 
ADVANCED ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL SCHEMATICS 
POWER DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 
Sheets 
140A 
141 & 14lA 
161 
163 & 163A 
165 
188 
269A thru 2733 
277 thru 281 
287 thru 291 
292A thru 296 
297 thru 297C 
305 thru 310 
312 
313 
448 
451 & 451A 
517 
531 
534 
535 
549 
5 59 
572 thru 576 
577 thru 578 
579 thru 580A 
597 
607 
Bus 2 1 D l l l  
Bus 21D117 & Bus 21D117A 
Bus 21D116 & Bus 21D116A 
Measuring Rack Power Bus 1D23 
Bus 21D118 & Bus 21D118A 
Bus 21D114 & Bus 21D114A 
Bus Distribution S1C GSE 
GSE DC Power Supply, Bus 21DllO 
Power Supply No. 1, BUS 21D110 
Power Supply No, 2 ,  Bus 1D210 
Power to Vehicle, Bus 1D119 
Voltage Supervision 
Bus 21D112 & Bus 21D112A 
Power Change Over 
Bus 21D115 & Bus 21D115A 
Bus 21D113 & Bus 21D113A 
Bus 21D125 & Bus 21D125A 
Bus 21D120 & Bus 21D121 
Bus 21D122 
Emergency Stop 
Umbilical Separation Indication 
G N ~  Vent Valve, Indication 
LOX Valves, Indication 
Main Fuel Valves, Indication 
Gas Generator Valves, Indication 
LOX Loading , Indication 
Preparation Complete, Indication 
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TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF VAEUABLES IN DNS MODEL GSE POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
VARIABLES 
DI (Discrete Inputs) 
Nodes 
Coils 
Busses 
Pins  
Switches 
Sensors 
Inputs 
Contacts 
Legs 
DO (Discrete Outputs) 
Valves 
Solenoids 
Motors 
Diodes 
Fuses  
Resistors 
Meter 
TOTAL 
ACTIVE 
117 
41 3 
231 
208 
144 
68 
16 
170 
372 
5 84 
31 
58 
4 
3 
2419 
INACTIVE 
1 
1 
330 
3 
7 
220 
112 
141 
5 
1 
82 1 
c 
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Final AMA Data was obtained for the GSE Power System described with 2,419 
active variables, 83 1 inactive variables and approximately 2,846 unspecified variables. 
3 . 3  FUTURE APPLICATIONS 
T o  provide the basis for  additional application of the simulation program, the 
equations describing other networks were written but were not validated with the 
DNS Program. The networks by page number and a breakdown of the variables are 
listed in Table V .  
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TABLE V 
SYSTEM NETWORKS FOR WHICH EQUATIONS WERE WRITTEN 
BUT NOT VALIDATED 
Switch Selector with 427 Active Variables: 
Drawing SK65B7400 
Sheet 
449 Switch Selector Control 
449A Switch Selector Control 
44 9B Switch Selector Control 
449c Switch Selector Control 
449’1) Switch Selector Control 
550 Switch Selector Control 
51 
52 
Drawing 60B55701 
Stage Sequencing Switch Selector 
Stage Sequencing Switch Selector 
Range Safety and Separation with 709 Active Variables: 
Drawing SK65B 74 00 
188 
189 
190 
19OA 
191 
192 
192A 
53 
54 
55 
Manual-Auto Control Range Safety 
Range Safety and Ordnance System 
Range Safety and Ordnance System 
Range Safety and Ordnance System 
Range Safety and Ordnance System 
Range Safety and Ordnance System 
Range Safety and Ordnance System 
Drawing 60B557 0 1 
Range Safety System Number 1 
Range Safety System Number 2 
Separation System 
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TABLE V Con't 
Airborne Power Distribution with 249 Active Variables 
Sheet 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20  
21 
22 
Simulate Flight Systems 
Sheet 
178 
179 
195 
2 82 
2 82A 
508 
519 
53 8A 
543 
548 
548A 
549B 
550A 
551A 
557 
5 66 
566A 
587B 
589 
591 
5 93 
5 94 
K v n A  
V I  "I .  
Drawing 60B557 0 1 
Batt. Power, Changeover Reg. & Monitoring 
Seq. & Cont, Prpln & Timer Distributor 
Measuring Distributors 
Measuring Dist. & 5 Volt Measuring Supplies 
5 Volt Distribution System 
5 Volt Distribution System 
Telemetry Power 
Telemetry,  Tape Recorder & Odop Power 
Drawing SK65B74000 
Terminal Ccmtdown Sequencer 
Terminal Countdown Sequencer 
Range Safety and Ordnance System 
75 KVA Motor Generator Set 
75 KVA Motor Generator Set 
Ground Cooling 
Hydraulic Supply System 
Pneumatic Supply System 
Launch Simulator Bus Distributor 
Plug Supervision 
P1 ug Supervision 
Simulated Umbilical Separation 
Thermal Conditioning Purge 
LOX Dome Gas Generator Purge 
GN2 Pressurization 
Hydraulic Checkout Valves 
Hydraulic Checkout Valves 
All Prevalves Monitor 
Turbo Pump Heaters 
LOX Vent Valves Post  Test 
Hypergol Inst. Ind. 
Fuel Loading 
Fuel Loading 
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TABLE V Con't 
Simulate Flight Systems: 
6 06 
607A 
614 
620 
621B 
621F 
626A 
643A 
643D 
6433 
643F 
Drawing SK6 5B74 000 
Sheet 
Arm Circuits 
Terminal Countdown Interface 
Ignition Circuitry 
Simulated Flight 
Simulated Flight 
Simulated Flight 
Simulated Flight 
Simulated Flight 
Simulated Flight 
Simulated Flight 
Simulated Flight 
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4/ SIMULATION OF THE MODEL 
4.1 ENGINE CUTOFF NETWORKS 
Drive functions were prepared for  the simulation of the Engine Cutoff System based 
on the checkout test procedure, TP60. This  procedure uses  output signals (DO'S) 
from the computer to substitute for stage generated signals and to control the GSE. 
The computer scans the available indicators (DI's) and compares them to a predicted 
value, any difference between the actual and predicted value causes a 'No Go' on the 
computer . 
The test procedure is divided into blocks which a r e  further divided into steps 
and sub-steps. TP60 is divided into 19 blocks as shown inTable  VI. Figure 13 is a 
typical page f rom this test procedure. 
Before start ing a test, the hardware must be in the same state it would be 
during operation; the right busses energized, switches in cor rec t  position, etc.  In 
the model these same requirements apply and are accomplished by inputting these 
variables to the desired state at the correct t ime. When the state of all variables 
are cor rec t ,  the Do's (Discrete Outputs) are input in the same order  and in the same 
relative t ime as in the test procedure. After the DO has been input and at the same 
relative time as the scan in the tes t  procedure, a list is made of the state of all 
variables in the model. As the tes t  procedure monitors only Discrete Inputs, a 
variable print option in the simulation program is used, causing the l is t  printed to 
contain only DI's and Do's. This allows an easy check against the predicted state 
of the DI's and Do's as given in the Test  Procedure; however, the Binary output 
tape contains the complete state l i s t  of all model variables. Figure 14 is a copy of a 
page of the siiiiulation printout produced from the model simulation of that par t  of 
TP60  shown in Figure 13. This  simulation was in the variable print mode and only 
DI's and Do's printed. 
4.2 CSE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
Test Procedure T-1  is used to turn on the power to the GSE, and T-10 controls the 
GSE to supply power to the stage. Both of these procedures were used as the source 
of the  drive functions fo r  the GSE Power Distribution System simulations using the 
s a m e  method as was used with the Engine Cutoff Networks. 
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* 
TABLE VI 
. 
TP60 is divided into 19 blocks which a re  further made up of steps and sub-steps. 
Each block covers some specific part  of the test as follows: 
Block Number Sub System Tested 
B@T B 0 0 0 
001 
0 03 
0 04 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
0 13 
0 14 
015 
016 
017 
BSDN008 
Initialization 
Instrument Unit Cutoff Tes t  
Engine No. 2 Thrust  OK Sensor Tes t  
Engine No .  3 Thrust  OK Sensor Tes t  
Engine No. 4 Thrust OK Sensor Tes t  
Egnine No .  5 Thrust  OK Sensor Tes t  
Egnine No .  1 Flight Combustion Sensor Tes t  
Engine No. 2 Flight Combustion Sensor Tes t  
Engine No.  3 Flight Combustion Sensor Tes t  
Engine N o .  4 Flight Combustion Sensor Tes t  
Engine No.  5 Flight Combustion Sensor Test  
GSE Cutoff and Automatic Abort Tes t  
Outboard LOX Level Cutoff Sensor Tes t  
Outboard Fuel Cutoff Sensor Tes t  
Inboard Engine LOX Level Cutoff Sensor Tes t  
Inboard Engine Fuel Level Cutoff Sensor Tes t  
Inboard Engine Cutoff Tes t  
Shutdown 
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5/AUTOMATIC MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS APPLICATION 
The AMA Data developed by General Dynamics Convair utilizes the 7090/94 Computer 
and s tores  the information on magnetic tapes that are compatible with the RCA llOA 
Coinputer. The necessary program to  utilize thesetapes on the RCA llOA during 
checkout was prepared by MSFC-R-QUAL and the Boeing Company. Figure 15 
indicates the data flow for the AMA process. The model (Boolean equations) is the 
input to the Down Translation and Culling Program which condenses and formats  
the engineering data for processing in  the computer. The Preprocessor Editor 
Program analyzes the equations to establish the interrelationships of the niodel used 
in both the Simulation and AMA programs. The Simulation Program, with inputs 
representing the test procedure, produces at each analysis point a 'state list' (the 
status of a11 the active variables in  the model). The AMA Program analyzes the 
system start ing at each indicator to deteriiiine the possible faitu-i-e caiididattes. The 
input f rom the Down Translation and Culling Program contains the classification of 
the variables. The tape from the Preprocessor Editor Program defines the inter- 
relationship of the variables in the model and the output f rom the Simulation Program 
gives the state list which is the basis for analysis. The AMA Editor Program formats 
the generated data for efficient information storage on tape. The RCA llOA Checkout 
Computer searches these tapes and presents the component failure candidates on the 
display console. 
There  are two tapes mounted on the RCA llOA for AMA data, the search 
information by block, step and sub-step is on one, and the Malfunction Sets are on the 
other.  AMA data may be retrieved during checkout if a 'No-Go' occurs at a SCAN 
operator .  If the test procedure is not at a SCAN operator an e r r o r  message, "This 
Option is available only at SCAN operator", will be displayed. 
When there  is more than one (1) DI that is 'No-Go' the test conductor may 
request multiple or single DI failure information. If the multiple fault isolation option 
is selected,  the programs will start comparing A M A  p n w - & x l  DI prefiles with z t l ~ d  
system DI profiles, and continue until an AMA pattern of DI's are located that fall 
within the l imits of the actual system profile. 
The AMA profile with the maximum number of 'No-Go' DI's will be selected 
first. The  test conductor may initiate additional searches for other DI Pat terns .  
When there  are no multiple DI profiles that can match the actual profile, the message, 
"No m o r e  multiple malfunctions available at this point" is displayed. 
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DISCRETE NETWORK 
MODEL 
Boolean Equations 
and Timing Data 
Describing the 
System 
~ AUTOMATIC 
MALFUNCTION 
ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
Analyzes Model 
Equations, Tables 
& State Lists. 
Formulates Cause & 
Effect Relationship 
f o r  Variables Selected 
PREPROCESSOR DNS SIMULATION 
Analyze Equations Crea te s  Variable 
and Determines State Lists  a t  
Variable Codes b Interrelationships + Specific points  in  
DOWN 
CULLING PROGRAM 
Crea te s  3 Let ter  
TRANSLATION & EDITOR PROGRAM PROGRAM 
and Print  out of Model 
f o r  Model 
Validation 
.) 
RCA llOA 
COMPUTER 
Searches AMA 
Wta during a Test  
Procedure when 
Malfunctions are 
Encountered 
AMA EDITOR 
PROGRAM 
Edits Groupings 
of Failure Candidates 
& Indexes Them for 
DISPLAY 
CONSOLE 
Visual Display 
Identifying 
Malfunction 
4- 
Retrieval. Crea t e s  
Search Data that 
Relates Malfunctions to 
Discrete Inputs (DI) 
Figure 15, Automatic Malfunction Analysis Technique 
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AMA data furnished by General Dynamics Convair was generated to  contain 
only thc data that is actively connected to the S-1C Engine Cutoff System. Therefore ,  
i t  \vi11 only provide AMA data for the specific discretes  related to the Engine Cutoff 
System Test Procedure. 
During either option (Multiple or  Single) the INo-Go' DI's will be compared 
to a reference profile on the AMA tape to see if AMA data is available for the DI's. 
If no data is available, a message, "No AMA Data available for DI" is displayed. 
Once a single DI is selected, the actual state of the DI is compared to the 
niodel simulation state as recorded on the ANLA tape for that sub-step; if the two s ta tes  
agree,  a message, "Either the Tes t  Procedure o r  the Model is in e r r o r  for DI", 
i s  displayed. 
After  the valid lNo-Gof is established, the "Set No." for  the DI becomes the 
search key for the Malfunction Set Tape. The se t  tape is searched and the components 
(model variables) that could cause the selected DI to be 'No-Go' a r e  indicated on the 
Display console, When the "Multiple" option is used the DI's that a r e  'No-Go' in the 
AMA profile are also displayed. After  the displayed information has been analyzed 
tho Tes t  Conductor may request information on additional DI's or exit the fault 
isolation routine and re turn  to the Tes t  Procedure. 
Figure 16 shows a test console CRT monitor display for a single DI search. 
The information listed on the top portion of the CRT display identifies the test 
procedure, test block, test step, and test sub-step. Immediately following is the 
AMA calling routine, '1XF1311, and the title of the AMA Program. The next line 
displayed l i s t s  the discrete  that is under analysis, and the "Normal" o r  "AMA 
Predictedt1 state of the discrete at the time of the AMA analysis. In this example it 
shows DI SG and l i s t s  its normal state a s  r lOnrr .  Directly following a r e  all the 
variables that individually could effect DI 86, and could cause it to be "Off" instead of 
"Ontr at this point in the test procedure. This  group of listed variables constitutes 
the "Malfunction Set1', that was formulated during the five DNS/AMA Programs.  
Figure 17 is a simplified schematic of the circuit that terminates with DI 86. 
The  circui t  shown is a serial path and any interruption of continuity would cause an 
"Off" indication of DI 86. All of the variables l isted are portions of this serial path, 
and individually could cause a failure. In this case,  it is not possible to isolate the 
malfunction in greater detail without adding additional monitoring points. 
The RT-TSll SAgln119  haw an g.rti~Ial st3t.e nf I 1 n n T 1 ,  ?.nd. h3.s heen eliminated. 
as ;t failure candidate because it's failure would not be unique to DI 86 in this case .  
The simplified circuitry for DI 1355 shown on Figure 18 includes the 
variables displayed in  the Malfunction Setphotograph on Figure 19. All of the 
var iables  sllown with the exception of Cont 115A9K31C1011 can be eliminated as 
f a i lu re  candidates at this t ime because of their  AMA predicted state w a s  lrOnrl ,  ( I l l )  
and the  DI 1355 actually w a s  erroneously "On", 
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PFIOCEOURE T60A S T A T U S  
8 L C K  000 S T E P  076 SUB - S T E P 
A U T Q M A T I C  M A L F U N C T I O N  A N A L Y S I S  OF O I S C R E T E S  
F A U L T  I S 0 L A T I O N  R O U T I N E  X F I 3 .  
M A L F  SET D A T A  FOR 01 0086 W I T H  AMA S T A T E  OF m 
08 YBU WISH T O  E X I T  T H I S  F A U L T  I S O L A T I O N  R B U T I N E  
Figure 16. AMA Display for DI 86 
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LEG2N5A6J17SZ 15 FUSE 4A3-53 
b PI15W44P1-53 
- \  - - -  Umbilical Plate 2 
- - 6 ~ 1 1 5 ~ 4 4 ~ 1 - 5 3  
4 
Ci3NT115A9K21C79 
For  Detailed Circuitry, See Saturn S1C Drawing 60B55701 
Sheet 37 and Saturn S1C GSE Drawing SK65B74000 Sheet 618A. 
Figure 17. Simplified Flow Schematic, DI 86 
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Bus 5A51Dlll 
Fo r  Detailed C i k u i t r y  see Saturn S1C Drawing SK65B74000 
Sheet 620B and Drawing 60B55701 Sheet 43. 
Figure 18, Simplified Flow Schematic, DI 1355 
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F A U L T  I S 0 L A T I 0 N  R O U T I N E  X F I 3 .  
Figure 19. AMA Display for DI 1355 
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Contact 115A9K31C1011 is normally closed and has a n  AMA predicted state 
of "OpenfT. Therefore,  it is the only singular variable in this circuit  whose failure 
could supply power to  DI 1355 at  this time. The Coil 115A9K31 (not shown),was not 
considered as failure candidate since its failure would affect other sets of its 
contacts, which in  turn would affect other Dl's. If the analysis had been for multiple 
DI failures the analysis would have continued unV.1 the variable o r  variables had been 
located, that could cause a particular pattern of DI's to be 'Off' o r  'On'. 
Figure 20 shows the "Malfunction Set'' responsible for  the failure of DI 8, at 
the s tep of the procedure shown. The circuitry involved is illustrated in Figure 21. 
The AMA predicted state was 'Off', therefore, the 'No-Go' was 'On', indicating an 
unpredicted source had supplied power to DI 8. The power Bus and the return Bus 
were again eliminated by AMA as failure possibilities because their predicted state 
was ~ ~ l ~ ~ ,  and failure of either would not be unique to DI 8. The DIODE and the fuse 
could only fail in a manner which would cause the circuit  to be f'OpenTv, so it is 
apparent that either of the two remaining normally open contacts, if closed, would 
have supplied power to DI 8. 
The explanations of the preceding examples were based on visual logic ra ther  
than AMA Program procedures. This was  done to simplify the overall Automatic 
Malfunction Analysis concept for those not familiar with programming details. 
Figure 22 is a photograph of a typical multiple DI malfunction CRT display. 
BUS115A91D119 is the malfunction candidate and is the only variable included in 
malfunction set no. 464. The DI's in the AMA profile that caused this malfunction 
set to be selected are shown at the bottom of the display. 
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Figure 20. AMA Display for DI 8 
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) - Cont 115A3K57C79 
Bus 115A31D11 Bus  115A31D11 
For Detailed Circu i t ry  see Saturn S1C Drawing SK65B74000 
Sheet 622 a n d  Drawing 60B55701 Sheet 37. 
F igure  21, Simplified Flow Schematic ,  DI 8 
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Figure 22. AMA Display For Multiple DI Search 
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6/CONC LUSIONS 
Discrete Network Simulation is an analytical tool that can be applied to 
several  problems common to large systems once the logic model has been built. 
1. 
2 .  
3 .  
4. 
Simulation can be used to verify that the test procedure stimulated the 
hardware correctly. 
Simulation can evaluate the effects of engineering changes before they 
are incorporated. 
The data generated by the DNS Programs can be  used to estimate the 
adequacy of the monitoring system to detect cri t ical  failures.  
Simulation can determine the operating time of the complete system. 
Automatic Malfunction Analysis is a specific application of DNS as applied 
to the support of automatic checkout operations. 
General Dynamics has been able to generate AMA data and with MSFC 
assistance been able to demonstrate the accuracy of the data. NASA as the potential 
user  must  evaluate the value of AMA data. However, before this can h e  done, the 
c r i te r ia  f o r  the evaluation must be established. The value of AMA data is a function 
of the familiarity that the checkout personnel has with the hardware. Thus,  AMA has 
its minimum value when used in support of the first vehicle when highly trained 
and motivated crews are available. This value increases as normal attrition and 
program expansion results in less familiar crews being used. 
AMA data can provide an immediate answer, during tes t  to the possible 
During thP rheckni~t and l x ~ ~ c h  n p e r ~ t i ! ~ ,  the time req.;lrzd for  such 
fai lure  candidates in the event of a failure. This  allows a decision as to what action 
to take. 
decisions becomes crit ical .  Therefore, it is the launch operation that would benefit 
the most  from the application of AMA data to the complete Saturn V vehicle. If the 
use  of AMA technique could prevent the abortion of one scheduled launch, the complete 
cost  of developing AMA would be justified. 
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APPENDIX A 
"Simulation of Selected Discrete Networks 
included in this report  as Appendix A. 
Phase I Final Report, Volume One, is 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Discrete Network Simulation (DNS) system is based on simulation and analysis 
techniques developed for the Atlas Weapon System under government and corporate 
sponsorship. The total technique as applied to the Atlas Weapon System was called 
FASTI, Fast  Access to System Technical Information. This study uses the Discrete 
Network Simulation portion with a modified version of the documentation and retrieval 
process.  Digital computer programs are used to simulate discrete networks in  less 
than real time. These programs were developed by GD/A and then incorporated into 
the FASTI system. 
The prime purpose of Discrete Network Simulation methodology i s  to provide 
a set of analytical tools capable of conducting thorough, accurate and rapid analysis 
of complex systems. The methodology consists basically of: 
A system network model. 
A se t  of computer programs which will operate and activate the model. 
These programs provide a realistic analysis and prediction of system perfor- 
mance before or  after the hardware system is constructed. I t  is another form of 
testing; the results a r e  as valid as those obtained by the more common hardware test 
procedures.  
The Discrete Network Simulator (DNS) chronologically simulates events occur- 
ring due to the interactions among elements in a system network. Each "event, " a 
Boolean change of state, is the result  of a logical cause and effect relationship among 
elements in the system. The system modeled for the simulation may be a switching 
circui t ,  madmachine interaction, or  any network where the component o r  subcom- 
ponent interrelations may be defined logically. 
Convair is conducting a study under NASA Contract NAS8-20016, which applies 
the Discrete Network Simulation techniques to the Saturn S1C Engine Cutoff System 
networks. This report  summarizes the results of Phase I and consists of three (3) 
volumes. 
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Volumc One describes the methodology €or constructing a DNS model. 
Volumc Two describes the DNS computer programs to the "Programmer.  ' ' It 
is the ffUsers Rcfereiice Manual" for DNS. 
Volwnc Three summarizes the study of the S1C Engine Cutoff System. The 
DNS Modcl and  exainples of the system simulation are described. 
viii 
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l/THE SYSTEM MODEL 
The model is a series of Boolean algebra equations that logically describe the com- 
ponent interrelationships of a system network o r  partial system network. The 
Discrete Network Simulation programs (DNS) will chronologically simulate events 
occurring as a resul t  of dynamic interactions among elements in a model. The use 
of the te rm,  "Discrete Network," implies a system of variables defined in interde- 
pendent relationship. Each variable is discrete as its action is a binary event in the 
network: on o r  off, acting or not acting, available o r  not available, t rue 01% false,  
1 o r  0 etc.  The variables represent events or activities. The net work is descr i lxd 
by: (1) a set  of Boolean equations which completely define all interrelationships. mid 
(2) a characterist ic activity t ime associated with each variable (the time required 
for the effective change of state of a particular variable), which forms a complete 
nxthcmatical  model of a physical system. 
1.1 DATA FOR MODEL BUILDING. 
In order  to devclop a model, the following information must be available: 
1.1.1 A complete set of circuit diagrams for  the system to be modeled. 
1.1.2 Information that shows mechanical to electrical  ties and vice versa ,  such as 
l imit  and position switches for valves. If written description is not available, all 
the related iiiechanical drawings will be needed. 
1.1.3 Design specifications for relays,  automatic switches etc.  , where operating 
t imes are given. 
1.1.4 An analysis prior to start ing the model should be made to determine the 
boundary of the model, the number of variables that the model contains, and the 
inputs that w i l l  he n~cessiry tc mske the =ode! fuiictioii. 
1.1.5 The ground rules  used to identify variables in the model can best be described 
by ref. to Figure 1-1, which is a portion of one of the Electrical  Support Equipment 
drawings used to produce the model. The identifying names of the variables are 
divided, in general, into three par ts  as follows: (1) The engineering name by which 
1-1 
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2 BUS5A4-21D1 
FIGURE 1-1 
1-2 
the variable would normally be called such a s ,  COIL, DIODE, LITE, NODE, LEG, 
ctc, 
variable length below 24 characters. 
no;mally be the designation of the hardware unit in which the variable is located with 
the designation as shown on the drawing, such as 5A7K402, 6A4CR3, 400A12DS89 
etc. , (3) The final part of the variable wi l l  pinpoint the exact location of the variable 
to a pin o r  terminal in a particular chassis. 
Names such as CONTACT, SWITCH, etc. , are abbreviated to keep the 
(2) The second part  of the variable wil l  
The above rules apply to the majority of variables. In all cases they wil l  be 
followed as closely as possible, to make the variable recognizable by anyone using 
the simulation. A variable must always be designated exactly the same in every 
equation or  time-card in a model, 
The following table shows how variables in Figure 1-1 were named: 
ENGINEERING NAME 
COIL 
COIL 
COIL 
PIN 
DIODE 
LITE 
LITE 
NODE 
NODE 
CONT 
LEGlN 
LEG2N 
LEG3N 
BUS5A4-21Dl 
BU S5A42 1 D12 0 
BU S5A42 1 D110 
BU S3 08A1-2 1 D1 
HARDWARE UNIT UNIQUE LOCATION 
AND DRAW. DESIG. TO PIN OR TERM. 
5A4K360 
5A4K3 6 0 
5A4K360 
308A1 
6A2CR62 
308AlDS65G 
3 08A1 DS6 6G 
6A2 
6A2 
5A4K37 7 
6A2 
6A2 
6A2 
5A4 
5A4 
5A4 
308A1 
J17AB 
J17 SBSC 
J37JK 
J2D 
J13SJ 
J3JJ 
J27SHSI 
J3JJ 
J3JJ 
5355 
TABLE 1-1 
*Where lower case letters a r e  used to designate a pin, a n  ttS’t is placed 
before the upper case of the same letter to better identify them in the model as 
the keypunch does not have lower case letters.  
As can be seen from Table 1-1, all variables do not use every column of 
the allotted field. Discretes were not tied to  any chassis, The DNS Program 
1-3 
does not allow a space between characters  in  a variable. 
of the variables into three par t s ,  as shown in the table. 
There is no separation 
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2/BOOLEAN EQUATION AND TIME PARAMETERS 
2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC BOOLEAN EQUATIONS USED IN A BASIC 
SIMULATION 
Normally, all drawings show systems in a de-energized state. This  is most 
evident with electrical  drawings, for example: 
2 
K 5 4  
f - 3  
K7 
where: 
-RELAY COIL, m 
.-e8V -VOLTAGE SOURCE 
2 uL -RELAY CONTACTS AI 
1 2 3  I I  
FIGURE 1-2 
A s  shown, "1-2" contacts are open contacts when its relay coil is de-ener- 
gized. Similarly, t12-3t1 contacts a r e  closed contacts when its relay coil is de-ener- 
gized. Therefore,  to energize the above relay coil l l K l , f l  11K2f1 and lf28Vtt must be 
1-5 
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cwrgized ,  but not "K3. 
encxrpjzed, K3 is not energized and 28V is energized. 
Stated again more  discretely: K1 is energized when K2 i s  
2 . 2  SYMBOLS USED IN BOOLEAN EQUATIONS 
The following basic symbols will be assigned for Boolean equations: 
SYMBOL MEANING 
E qual 
and 
or 
not 
Restating the previous relationship: K1 is energized = K2 is energized * 
j K 3  is energized * 28V is energized. The wording, llis energized," can be dropped, 
since it is common to all the variables in the equation, resulting in :  
K1=  K2 * /K3 * 28V (1 1 
lvhich expresses  all necessary actions required to energize "Kl." This is the basic 
techiiiquc common to all Boolean equations for the S1C Engine Cutoff System. The 
equations are written describing the variable in its de-energized state. This is the 
slate that is shown on most drawings. 
2 . 3  BINARY REPRESENTATION OF VARIABLES 
Because every variable in the system can only be described as "energized" o r  ' t i ~ o t  
energized" (VARIABLE o r  /VARIABLE, respectively) and since all variables are de- 
scr ibed in Boolean Algebra, there a r e  only two possible states for a variable. In 
Boolcan Algebra the two states are represented by a lllt ' and a r r 0 . 7 T  trOnet' represents 
a signal, or energized, and t f O f f  represents a lack of a signal, o r  not energized. 
2 . 4  OPERATION OF THE SIMULATION 
In thc system simulation, a variable may change from a binary rrl" to a binary "0" 
01- from a binary l lO fT  to a binary "l.rl The cause of this change could be from either 
the actions of associated variables or from actions of commands in the I N P U T .  The 
INPUT is a listing of commands which at the time specified by the particular INPUT 
\vi11 en ter  the simulation causing other variables to react. Should there  be any con- 
tradiction caused by this entry,  the input command will dominate. 
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Given the following circuit: 
FIGURE 1-3 A 
and the following INPUT commands: 
28V = 1 at Time 12 
28V = 0 at Time 259 
the Boolean equations for 11K2T1 and 11K3f1 are: 
K2 = Kl * 28V (2) 
K3 =28V (3 ) 
I 
In the system simulation, when the input command, "28V = 1 at Time 12," is applied 
to Eq. 2 and 3, action will be taken on Eq. 3 ,  causing this variable to change from a 
binary trO1l to a binary lrl.lr There is no change to Eq. 2 since the variable Kl has 
not been energized. Should Kl later become a binary rrlll before Time 259, Eq. 2 
will then also become a binary l r l .  
At a later time prior to Time 259, should K1 become a binary r r O , l l  K2 will 
re turn  to  a binary l l O . l l  At time 259 when 28V becomes a binary r l O , l l  then K3 will 
become a binary r rO. l l  
2.5 TIME IN THE SIMULATION 
Tn a system simill2tion there must be assigned to each variable a pickup and 
a dropout t ime, that is the time necessary for the variable to  change its binary 
state. The pickup time is the time necessary for the variable to change its state 
f rom a binary 0 to 1, while the dropout t ime is the reverse .  The pickup and dropout 
t imes  are broken down further into minimum, average, and maximum, and when a 
simulation is made, any combination of these pickup and dropout t imes can be used. 
Therefore ,  if a relay,  Kl, has a nomimal pickup time of 20 m s  with a tolerance of 
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t 109:- and a nominal dropout t ime of 10 m s  but also with a tolerance of + loc&, the six 
tinics associated with this variable would be: 
- - 
Minimum Pickup Time -- 18 m s  
I I  Average I '  -- 2 0  ms 
Maximum -- 22 m s  
Minimum Dropout Time -- 9 m s  
Average I ?  --lo ms  
Maximum I t  --11 m s  
Having chosen the average time category and having written an equation 
describing the previous relay K1 (Figure 1-3), the pickup time is 20 ins. The 
Boolean equation statcd for Kl was: 
Kz = K2 * /K3 * 28V (1) 
\I'hen K2 and 28V are energized and K3 is not energized, K1 t r ies  to become ener- 
gized.  This  simulates the completion of the "copperpath" to the coil of relay Kl. 
However, due to the mechanical delay of the relay,  its contacts do not change their 
position for 20 ms. Therefore,  in the simulation Kl is delayed from being ener- 
gized (represented by a !flfT) for 20 ms. Similarly , should the copper-path open up 
as a result of a change in any of the variables, K2,  K3 or  28V,  the relay Kl ,  will 
try to  de-energize. Mechanical action will delay the contacts from changing by 
10 ms. Therefore, in the simulation Kl will be delayed from being de-energized 
(represented by a ! l O l l )  for 10 ms. 
? 
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3 /WRITING EQUATIONS 
The methods used to write this model from the basic concept of the elementary 
Boolean equations are explained step by s tep  in the following paragraphs. 
3.1 ALL VARIABLES ARE DESCRIBED 
Given the following section of a circuit, it is described as follows: 
FIGURE 1-4 
K1 * /J7K * /K2 * /T2B * K3 * /CR22 * /JlA 
Similar to the previous representation of contacts and switches, the I1logical 
negation 
are normally closed in  their de-energized state (as shown on the drawing). In addition, 
if these types of variables a r e  sensed in the simulation, because they are "logically 
negated" no additional logic o r  commands are necessary for normal or  cor rec t  
functioning of the system. However, the including of all variables in the original 
writing of the Boolean equations provides three additional benefits: 
(slash symbol) of the extra variables only indicates that those variables 
1. More valid simulation and malfunction analysis of the system. 
2.  More complete picture of the circuit  for automatic display purposes for use 
in a display system such as the SC-4020. 
3 .  More consistency provided by insuring that all model builders describing 
the same system include in  the model all variables instead of certain 
specified types. 
3 . 2  ALL VARIABLES ARE WRITTEN IN SEQUENCE 
1-9 
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Consider again the previous circuit: 
I 
I 
K3 I K2 
41 
I 
- Ir. 
1 I I  C b  
T 2B CR22 f J1A 
+Kk$ 
J 7 K  I 
I 
FIGURE 1-5 
The Boolean equation for this circuit was: 
K1 * /J7K * /K2 * /T2B * K3 * /CR22 * /JlA 
Now notice that in going from left to right, the sequence of variables in the equation 
follows exactly the position of the variables in the circuit. 
3.2.1 As will be discussed later in this report, this equation will be written in the 
opposite direction, such as: 
/JlA * /CR22 * K3 * /T2B * /K2 * /J7K * Kl 
Regardless of which direction the equation is written, it is to be noted that the vari- 
ables consistently follow each other sequentially as shown in the circuit drawing. 
3.2.2 The sequencing of variables within the equation has  the following advantages: 
1. A s  a consistency rule, all equations will be written in the same order .  
2. If the system is to be pictorially displayed, the display will correspond 
exactly to the sequencing shown on the circuit drawing. 
3 . 3  LEG-NODE RELATIONS 
Given the following circuit: 
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FIGURE 1-6 RK4 
BUS D 
The basic Boolean equation used to describe this circuit is: 
K1 = /K2 * (K3 * BUS C + /K4 * BUS D + K5 * 
(/K6 * Bus B + K7 * Bus A) ) (4) 
All equations are written from the variable being described to the first source of 
energy such as a rrbus.tr  In the above case ,  since there were four parallel paths, 
there  were four "first" sources of energy, o r  four buses.  This type of equation 
writing cannot only be cumbersome because of possible lengthy equations with many 
parallel  paths, but also creates redundant writing. For example, if another coil, 
say  Kx, were  connected in parallel with K1, the equation for Kx would be an exact 
copy of the equation for K l ,  a complete redundancy. 
3.3.1 The method used to describe this circuit introduces two additional type vari- 
ables  used throughout the model, namely : 
1. The LEG 
2. The NODE 
They are defined as follows: 
1. The LEG -- a single serial  path between two nodes, a node and an 
initiator (source), a node and a terminal (lamp), or an initiator and a 
terminal. 
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2 .  The NODE -- the  intersection of three or  more legs ,  
3 . 3 . 2  Adding a little more labeling to the last diagram generates the folloiving: 
BUS B BUS C 
-\ 
LEG 10 LEG 12 
FIGURE 1-7 
- . / -.-. 1 LEG 14 
LEG 15 
I 
K 
A' 
BUS D 
Figure 1-7 shows that there  are only two nodes and six legs.  Node 8 has three legs -- 
10, 21,  and 12 -- while Node 9 has four legs -- 13, 14, 15, and the common leg, 12. 
3 . 3 . 3  The new equations describing this circuit now are: 
Node 8 = Leg 10 + Leg 11 + Common Leg 12 ( 5) 
Node 9 =Leg 13 + Leg 14 - + Leg15 + Common Leg 12 ( 6)  
Leg 10 = K7 * Bus A ( 7) 
Leg 11 = /K6 * Bus B ( 8) 
Leg 13 = K3 * Bus C ( 9) 
Leg 14 = /K2 * K1 (1 0) 
(11) Leg 15 = /K4 * Bus D 
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K5 * Node 8 
K5 * Node 9 
Common Leg 12 - or (12) 
The next section will show how the common Leg 12 is handled. The leg-node concept 
is: s imilar  to  thc type of equations developed by Kirchoff for circuit  analysis. It 
allows systems or circuits to be described as two-way paths (bilateral). 
3.4 BILATERAL TECHNIQUES 
Given the following circuit: 
BUS A%'> ._ 
/ \  
BUS C 
In the basic method of writing Boolean equations, only an energized electrical  path 
(copper-path) f rom Bus A o r  Bus B could energize Coil K 10. This  was due to the 
fact that all equations w e r e  written in  a "forward manner," i. e. , '!norinal flow of 
conventional current,  If  or !lfrorn higher potential to a lower potential direct  ion, I '  or 
in a manner expressing only the l!norma.l functioning of the system." Thus the 
Boolean equations could not show that Coil K10 could be energized by a copper-path 
from Bus C. But now suppose the diode shorts  and a malfunction analysis is re- 
quired. There is then a need to write many of the equations not only in a ''forward- 
mannerf! but also in a "reverse manner!! to show these "sneak-circuits. !' 
FIGURE 1-8 
3 . 4 . 1  Now suppose the circuit looked like this: 
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FIGURE 1-9 
Even with the diode out of the circuit ,  with the previous equations, Node 8 could not 
he energized from the direction of Node 9.  But these equations can be \witten bi- 
lat e i x l l y ,  that i s ,  from two sides. From the back to the front (Forward) and from 
the front to the back (Backward). These equations might then look like: 
(Forward): Node 9 = /K5 * K4 * Node 8 (13 1 
(14) (Backward): Node 8 = K 4  * /K5 * Node 9 
But from the previous section it has  been shown that: 
1. Legs depend upon variables. 
2 .  Nodes depend upon legs. 
SG these foi-ii-2i-d aiid 'uacharci equations are r e d l y  forward and backward l egs .  
They can be espressed as: 
Leg of NODE 9 from NODE 8 = /K5 * K 4  * NODE 8 
Leg of NODE 8 from NODE 9 = K 4  * /K5 * NODE 9 
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3 . 4 . 2  To avoid the apparent effect of current  flowing in two directions simultan- 
eously and, in addition, the inevitable "hold-in" feature inherent with this se t  of 
equations, they should be written as: 
Leg (NODE 9 - NODE 8) = /K5 * K 4  * NODE 8*/Leg (NODE 8 - NODE 9) 
Leg (NODE 8 - NODE 9) = K4 * /K5 * NODE 9*/Leg (NODE 9 - NODE 8) 
The node equations should be placed before the leg equations in  the model 
s o  that the Boolean equations will give the right indications during the simulation 
when the system is being de-energized. Not all legs have to be described in a bi- 
lateral  manner. Two types of legs that can be written one way only are: 
1. Initiating Legs 
These are legs which are  normally energized by an initial variable 
such as a bus or a source for which there  is no further logic to 
describe this initial variable. 
2 .  Ground Legs 
These are legs which are  composed of variables from the grounded 
side of the hardware. This type of circuitry is further explained in 
a la te r  section of this report. 
3 . 4 . 3  It can be seen that legs not only have a name but also a direction associated 
ui th  thein. To minimize the name length of this type of variable it can be decided 
to: 
1. Number all  legs around all nodes independently and sequentially 
start ing at "1" for each node at "12 o'clock'' and going clockwise. 
2 .  Within the name of these legs ,  replace the first half or  the half 
telling the direction of the leg  by this numbered leg. 
For example: 
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FIGURE 1-10 
(Note: There  are two numbers far cammon legs between two nodes.) 
The designation of the leg equations of the two nodes shown in Figure 1-10 is 
as follows: 
Leg (N6-A = LEGlN6 
Leg (N6-N7) = LEG2N6 
(17) Leg (N6-C) = LEG3N6 
Leg (N6-B) = LEG4N6 
Leg (N7-D) = LEGlN7 
Leg (N7-E) = LEG2N7 
Leg (N7-F) = LEG3N7 
Leg (N7-N6) = LEG4N7 
3 .4 .4  Consider again one of the previous circuits: 
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BUS B 
. 
! 
In summary,  the node equations of this circuit  are: 
N8 = LEGlN8 + LEG2N8 + LEG3N8 + LEG4N8 
N9 = LEGlN9 + LEG2N9 + LEG3N9 
The initiating legs are: 
LEGlN8 = /K2 * BUS B 
LEG3N8 = K3 * BUS D 
LEG4N8 = K1 * Bus A 
LEG2N9 = K6 * BUS C 
The se t s  of bilateral legs are: 
LEG3N9 = /K5 * K4 * N8 */LEG2N8 
LEG2N8 = K4 * /K5 * N9 * /LEG3N9 
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and 
(3 1) LEG (KIO-Ng) =K7 * N9 
LEGlN9 = K7 * K1.0 (3 2) 
The last set of bilateral  legs will be further discussed in a later section, 
since it constitutes a deviation from a simple set of bilateral equations. Notice that 
not only the variables in the legs  a re  in s t r ic t  sequence as defined before, but the 
legs making up the node equations are in  a clockwise numerical sequence, 
3 . 5  DIODE ANALYSIS 
3.5.1 
but they were never considered as a circuit element to be described. Diodes can 
actually be in any one of three states: 
Previously, diodes were taken into account when writing Boolean equations 
1. Normal 
2 .  Open 
3 .  Shorted 
The following circuit  can be used as an example: 
FIGURE 1-12 
3 . 5 . 2  Since for a diode there a re  three states (as listed above) instead of two, at 
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8 
least  two variables must be used to describe these three states. By not creating a 
name lor the diode i n  the normal state and writing the equations for this leg i n  the 
following manner, a very efficient set of equations evolves to show the three states 
of the diode. 
LEG4N5 - /K4 * /Diode CR3 Open * K2 * N1 * /LEGBNl (33) 
(3 4) LEG2N1 = K2 * Diode CR3 Shorted * /K4 * N5 * /LEG4N5 
The results can be tabulated thus: 
1. Diode Normal -- no diode inputs needed for simulation. 
leg allowed to energize. ) 
(Only forward 
2 .  Diode Open -- Diode CR3 Open = 1.  (Neither leg allowed to energize. ) 
3 .  Diode Shorted -- Diode CR3 Shorted = 1. (Only f i r s t  leg to energize 
allowed to energize. ) 
3 . 6  COIL-CONTACT RELATIONS 
Given the following circuits: 
I 
E’IGUl<E 1-12  
‘p”--- (BUS C 
K 1  
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3.6.1 The coil equations will be written in the following manner: 
COILKlO = CONTKlC12*BusA (3 5) 
COILKll = CONTKlC34*BusB (3 6) 
COILK12 = lCONTKlC23*BusC (3 7) 
COILKl = CONTK4C12*BusD (38) 
3.6.2 In addition, the contacts have to be related logically to the coil. This is 
accomplished by equating each set of contacts of a particular relay to the relay.  
CONTKlCl2 = COILKl (3 9) 
CONTKlC34 = COILKl (4 0) 
CONTKlC23 = COILKl (41? 
3.6.3 When writing those Boolean equations which include contacts as shown on the 
drawing, it is a good idea to  check those contacts with the relay table, showing 
every set of contacts for each relay and whether the contact set is supposed to be 
open or closed in the de-energized state. Most drawings will show the contacts and 
other elements and circuits in the de-energized state. 
When writing legs in a bilateral fashion and encountering the contaets of a 
coil, be sure  that the contacts a r e  written in the same order.  For example: 
FIGURE 1-14 
If the forward equation is: 
* /CONTK2C67 * CONTKlC34* 
then the backward equation should be: 
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* CONTKlC34 * /CONTK2C67* 
The pickup and dropout times are placed on all sets of contacts for the coils, while 
no pickup nor dropout time is placed on the coil. 
3 .7  GROUND CIRCUITS 
Ground circuits should be described as follows: 
3*- - F p i  
k K5 FK2 K1 
& 6 
RET 1 A 
RET 2 
l77-r 2 
GROUND RET 3 I 
FIGURE 1-15 
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I =  
I 
c 
3 .  7.  1 Previously, ground circuitry has been ignored. It was assumed static.  
always there when needed. But this is not always t rue.  Sometimes the whole cir- 
cuit can not be energized until a switch is closed in the grounded side of the circuit- 
r y .  Also, from a malfunction analysis point of view, there are some types of 
tnalfunction that can occur in ground circuitry, and so  pound  circui t ry  should be 
expressed. If ground return is indicated within a particular unit, equations should 
lie written indicating the copper path that leads to  the unit. 
Previous examples indicated that a variable can be energized anv time 
there is power applied, ignoring the return circuit .  To make the model more 
complete the "Ground" or  'Return' should be included. Reference Figure I- 15 
COILKl = Ret 1 * CONTK2C12 * N3 (42) 
3 . 7 . 2  
i n  a unilateral manner eliminating node and leg designations provided that 
ground connection is in one unit. 
Ground circuitry illustrated i n  Figure 1-15 B. need only be described 
Ret 1 = /C2 * /C1 * Ground (43) 
(44) Ret 2 = /C4 * /C3 * Ground 
(45) Ret 3 = /C6 * /C5 * Ground 
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In Figure 1-15 the variable "Ground" is an input or initiator, and there is no 
logical equation describing it within each unit, just  as there a r e  no logical 
equations describing the mechanical connectors, C1, C2,  C3,  C4, C5 and C6. 
3 .  X "SINK" EQUATIONS 
3 . 8  1 ''Sink'' Equations are unilateral equations from a node o r  bus to power 
abosorbing variables, such as: 
1. Coils 
2 .  Lamps 
3 .  Motors 
4. Discrete Inputs 
5. Others 
3 . 8 . 2  A tfsink'i l eg  is shown in Figure 1-16. 
1 
K2 K3 
FIGURE 1-16 
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3 .  !) BOOKKEEPING CLASSIFICATION OF VARIABLES 
All variables can be broken down into the following classifications: 
ACTIVE INACTIVE 
? 
IC 
DEPENDENT 
Busses 
Nodes 
Legs 
Contacts 
Multiple 
Automatic 
Switches 
Connectors 
' INDEPENDENT 
Sources 
Diodes 
Coils 
Lamps 
Computer 
Legs 
Signals 
Single 
Switches 
Open Semi- 
Permanent 
Connectors 
(Umbil-plug) 
I 
Terminals 
Permanent 
Busses 
Sources 
C o nne c t o r s 
Closed Semi- 
Connectors 
(Umhil-plugs) 
Permanent 
FIGURE 1-17 
Notice tha t  some variables fall into two categories. These will he explained la ter  
in this  section. 
3 . 9 . 1  This information on the classification of variables will appear in the las t  
cight columns of each time-card for each variable. 
3 . 9 . 2  The Active/Inactive division was created to hold to a minimum the nuinbcr of 
variables with which the simulation must activelv work. When a large sys tem i s  t n  
be simulated with a great amount of detail, there will be more vai-iahles described 
than the simulation can handle at one time. But many of these variables never change 
s ta te  neither in the preparations for test, nor in the test, nor in post-test. Most of 
thesc variables continuously provide a copper-path for the r e s t  of the circuit .  If 
this be the case. these variables are Inactive. Al l  other variables a r e  Active. A11 
the \a r iab les  can then be classified i n  this manner and a respective symllol entered 
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into the las t  eight columns of a time-card for each variable. The DNS program 
sorts out all Inactive variables from the model so that the simulation works 
only with Active variables. Inactive variables are only written in the equation 
at  f i r s t  for two reasons: 
1. This locates them easily in  the proper leg  (s) and in proper sequence 
so that if these variables are to be malfunctioned, i t  can be easily 
done. 
2 .  If a pictorial display is required, all the variables can be seen.  
3 .  Col. 79  is utilized for "AMA" Failure Candidate Code and is used 
by that program to determine those variables chosen for failure 
analysis. 
It is interesting to note that if an Inactive variable is to he malfunctioned. 
i t  is not necessary to change the classification from Inactive to Active. The 
leg (s) that uses this variable can be commanded to  assume a binary value of 
zero,  and this has the same effect a s  that element being malfunctioned, 
3 . 9  3 Permanent connectors are those for  which the connections are not 
designed to be opened and closed by hand. Such connectors, whenconnected 
with tools, may be sealed to guarantee breaking and making of the connections. 
On the other hand, semi-permanent connectors have to be manually moved to 
break and make the connections. However, this can be done quite often with. 
sag.  umbilical plugs in the setting up and tearing down of particular tes ts .  
3 ,  I). 4 Most dummies are active because they are inserted to give the model a 
malfunction capability, not easily describable using the variables alone. 
However, those dummies assigned to an uc-used leg are inactive. An example 
fol 1 ows : 
1 KY -c 
' NODE 10 4 '5 
FIGURE 1-18 
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The double-linc path and arrow indicate the copper-path actively used in the model. 
To show that Node 10 is really a node and not just a terminal, the unused path 
(LEG3N10) is named in the node equation for  Node 10. Because it never changes 
s ta te ,  i t  can bc classified as a dummy variable in the Inactive list. Should this  path 
ever be used, thc logical node equation is correct.  A logical equation for LEG3NODE 10 
has to be generated and the classification of this variable must be changed. 
Another deciding point for variables -- like grounds, re turns ,  buses, and 
sources -- is i f  there is a logical equation for  these variables and in this equation leg 
there is an active variable, then this variable in question is active: otherwise, it is 
inactive. 
3 . 9 . 5  The Dependent/Independent division was created to  supply an additional classifi- 
cation of all active variables. F o r  the automatic malfunction analysis program this 
classification will either provide information required to do the job or  check the results. 
Legs are Dependent if they have dependent variables within them; othern-ise, 
thcy are Independent. 
3 . 9 .  G Another division is the Normally Open/Normally Closed classification. This is 
only asked of such variables as contacts, switches, semi-permanent and automatic con- 
nectors o r  those variables that easily show their open o r  closed state on drawings. This 
classification also will aid in the automatic malfunction analysis program. In addition, 
this classification may be useful for  future pictorial display of the system. 
3 . 9 . 7  A point to  consider in the classification of variables is that for a t rue  pictorial 
display of the system, all variables must be classified as to what they a r e ,  not hou- they 
are written. For  example, a bus many times acts like a node and if in the model a Ims 
does so,  it should be written in the format of a node equation. However, this bus should 
sti l l  be classified as a bus. 
3.10 BOOKKEEPING CLASSIFICATION OF EQUATIONS 
3.10.1 All equations can be broken down into the following classifications: 
1. Bilateral Same (BS) - A leg that is logically the same in either direction of 
current  fiow. See Leg 2 Node 8 ,  Figure 1-7, Section 3.3.2. 
2 .  Forward Different (FD) - A leg that is logically different in both directions 
of current  flow. This leg, however, describes the forward o r  normal path. 
See Figure 1-12 of Section 3.5.1. 
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Name 
(COlS.  1-24) c 
Blank 
(Cols) 
25-36 
3. Reverse Different (RD) - Same leg as FD but logically different and 
described in a reverse  sequence 
4 .  Forward Unilateral (FU) - A leg describing an electrical copper-path 
in the forward direction to a power absorbing variable, See Figure 
1-16 of Section 3 . 8 . 2 .  
5. Unilateral Mechanical (UM) - At mechanical relation between two sets 
of contacts or a set of contacts and its coil. See Coil-Contact 
Relations of Section 3.6.  
6. Node ( X )  - An equation describing a node as a function of legs 
connected by logical ORs. See "Node 9" of Figure 1-15, Section 3 . 7 .  
7. Unilateral Ground (UG) - A leg k i t t e n  unilaterally in the ground side 
of circuits.  See !'Ret 1" of Figure 1-15, Section 3 . 7 .  
MIN AVE MAX MIN 
6 6 6 6 
Cols. Cols. Cols. Cols. 
3.11 FORMAT FOR EQUATION-CARDS 
AVE MAX 
6 6 
Cols. Cols. 
The format for the equation cards is as follows: The variable name will 
occupy the columns from Col. 1 through Col. 24, with the equal sign occupying 
any column from Col. 7 through Col. 25. Tho equation will occupy any or all 
c.olumns from the equal sign through Col. 72. Columns 73 through 80 will be 
reserved  for bookkeeping information. 
3 .12 FORMAT FOR TIME-CARDS 
The variable name will occupy columns as shown below: 
/---- 
I 
~~~ 
Pick- Up 
Times 
Drop-Out 
Times  
Bookkeepin 
(cols. 73- 
8 0) 
FIGURE 1-19 
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3 . 1 3  BOOKKEEPING LAYOUT FOR DNS PROGRAM 
3 . 1 3 . 1  Booklteeping layouts used in the DNS program are as follows 
1 Col. 73 - A : Active and I = Inactive 
2 .  Col. 74 - D = Dependent and I = Independent 
3 .  Cols. 75 & 76 = Type of equation, as determined f rom the 
classification guide on Page 2 6  of this report. 
4. Col. 77 = Not used. 
5. Col. 78 = P used when coil has diode in parallel. 
6 .  Col. 7 9  
report. 
Type variable, as coded from Pages 29 and 31 of  t h i s  
7 .  Col. 80 = 0 if element is normally open or de-energized and 1 i t  
element is normally closed o r  energized. 
8. The page numbers of the drawing from which the equation started 
are shown in columns 7 3 ,  74, 75, and 76  of the ecpation card.  
I). The sequence numbers of the equation written from the d r a n b g  
shown in columns 7 3 ,  74. 75 are shown in columns 7 7  and ‘78 of 
t h e  equation card. 
10. The cards required for equations are numbered in  sequence and are 
shown i n  columns 79 and 80 of the equation cards. 
c 
f 
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Code Designation for Cols. 73-80 of Time Cards 
Type Normal 
Active Dependent Type of Coil with Variable State of 
Variable Inactive Independent Equation Diode Code Variable 
cold Col. Cols. Col. Col I Col, 
73 74 75 76 78 79 80 
Accelerometer 
T3us A 
Contact A 
Diode Open A 
Dee A /I 
Flite Comb Mon A 
Fuse A /I 
Heater A 
Transducer A 
Discrete In A 
Coil A 
Lite A 
Solenoid A 
Discrete Out A 
Pin I 
PI ug I 
Motor A 
Switch A 
Timer  A 
nuinmy A 
Valve A 
Tes t  Point A 
Node A 
Leg A 
Sensor A 
input A 3  
Diode Shorted A /I 
ITnibilical Pin A /I 
Telemetry Chan. A 
Res is t o r  I 
Meter A /I 
A 
I 
D 
I 
I 
I 
I 
D 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
D /I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
D 
D /I 
I 
I? /I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FU/ I  
U M  
I 
F U  
F U  
U M  
F U  
F U  P 
F U  
F U  
F U  
I 
I 
I 
F U  
FU/I  
F U  
I 
F U  
F U  
X 
See Note 1 
FU/I 
1 
I 
F U  
I 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
n 
X 
Y 
z 
0 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 /o 
1 /o  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 / 0  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 /o 
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Note 1 
Leg Coding in  Col. 75 - 76 
Bilateral Same 
Forward Different 
Reverse Different 
Forward Unilateral 
Unilateral Mechanical 
Unilateral Ground 
Unilateral Source 
Input 
B S  
F D  
R D  
F U  
U M  
U G  
u s  
I 
0 
c 
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Code Designation For  Column 79 of Time-Cards 
AMA Failure Candidate Codes 
Accelerometer 
Bus 
Contact 
Diode Open 
Dee 
Flt. Comb. Monitor 
Fuse 
Heater 
Discrete In 
Transducer 
Relay Coil 
Light 
Meter 
Solenoid 
Discrete Out 
Pin 
Plug 
Motor 
Switch 
T imer  
Dummy 
Valve 
Test Point 
Node 
Leg 
Sensor 
Diode Shorted 
Umbilical Pin 
Telemetry Channel 
Resistor 
Input 
TABLE 3 
Col. 
7 9  
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
0 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
0 
a 
I 
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3.14 CONSISTENCY IN BUILDING THE MODEL 
Consistency i s  of greatest  importance in  building a model. Variables must be desig- 
nated by the cxact letters and digits in each place in which they appear, both in 
equation and time parameters.  Legs of nodes should be numbered in the same manner 
by all persons writing a particular model, so that interface equations are written the 
same. 
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